Introduction
With the advent of powerful computers and microcontrollers digital biosignal processing has become a ubiquitous ingredient in biomedical engineering. A multitude of highly specialized analysis methods and complex processing chains have been developed. It is highly inefficient if methods or algorithms are coded from scratch for a research project. Therefore the biosignal research community has followed the "Linux" or free software paradigm, i.e. the source code of the software must be accessible, and it is allowed to modify (expand) and redistribute the software. These principles are very similar to the scientific process, where the next research steps are based on published previous research results. Despite the purely scientific benefit free toolboxes (FTB) are of interest for industry to be able to evaluate a wide range of algorithms rapidly.
Results
Many reusable FTBs have been developed (e.g. see [1, 2] for exemplary collections). Reusability relies on several requirements: The FTB is well maintained and easily accessible; it has a bug reporting system and a reasonably fast bug resolution chain; a help system; etc. As with scientific results proper credit needs to be given to FTB developers. A second level of reusability is achieved if FTBs can interact with each other or if at least a defined data exchange procedure exists. Examples for interoperability are given in Fig. 1 . In a) FieldTrip [1] has an external directory containing the complete Biosig code. If a file-inputoutput (fileio) operation reads data in a format supported by the Biosig, then FieldTrip branches to the external/biosig directory to call a native Biosig function. In b) an example for an even closer integration is given, where SPM8 [1] incorporates lower level FieldTrip directories to rely solely on FieldTrip functionality for certain types of operation. 
Discussion
How does the hierarchical structure in Fig. 1 compare to a flat linear processing chain of FTBs ? Should data exchange be managed either by a data structure within a programming language or by storing the data in a common file format ? What would motivate developers to support interoperability as a community goal ? How to improve the credit or citation system for processing chains of several FTBs ?
